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Today’s workplaces are faced with unique 
challenges: increasing their overall agility, making 
the most of real estate, ensuring new furniture 
works with existing facilities, and getting the most 
out of these investments. Until now, products  
have been designed to address only one or two  
of these issues at a time.

OE1 Workspace Collection 
Designed by Sam Hecht and Kim Colin

OE1 is a collection of optimized, essential pieces designed to help 
people experiment with space, discover what works now, and change 
rapidly for the future.



Increase Agility at Every Level OE1 enables agility at all levels—organization, team, and 
individual—by creating flexible, fluid environments that adapt to 
shifting goals and personal preferences.

Left:  
OE1 Storage Trolley, OE1 Project 

Table, OE1 Rectangular Table

Below:
OE1 Agile Wall



OE1 Storage Trolley, OE1 Rectangular Table

Integrate Instantly

Whether you're using individual pieces or the entire collection, 
OE1 is designed to seamlessly fit into floorplates, amplifying and 
optimizing your existing spaces—or creating totally new ones. 



OE1 Agile Wall, OE1 Wall Rail and 
Board, OE1 Communal Table



Left:  
OE1 Rectangular Table, OE1 Mobile Easel

Below:
OE1 Communal Table, OE1 Boundary  
Screen, OE1 Mobile Easel, OE1 Teardrop Leg, 
OE1 Storage Trolley

Rethink Real Estate

Scale up, scale down, fine-tune. With its 
multifunctional designs and mobile elements, 
OE1 helps organizations optimize their real 
estate by transforming underutilized areas into 
agile, hard-working workspaces. 



OE1 Micro Pack, OE1 Agile Wall, OE1 Nook

Find the Right Fit Options for every work environment—and every aesthetic. 
OE1's light, minimalist design comes in a wide variety of  
configurations and colors, helping organizations find their  
own perfect blend of purpose, performance, and expression. 



OE1 Nook



OE1 Wall Rail and Board, OE1 Communal Table,  
OE1 Agile Wall, OE1 Huddle Table

Design Story

To kick off what would become OE1, designers  
Sam Hecht and Kim Colin traveled around the world, 
exploring the current state and evolving nature of  
work and the implications for workplace design.  
“One thing we noticed is that day one, the furniture  
is installed—and day two, things needed to be 
changed,” Hecht says. “And when you zoom out to  
a macro view, you realize the exponential change  
within companies.”

With agility top of mind, the designers created 
something enjoyable and flexible—a product line  
that offers ample choice and is compatible with 
existing furniture. “OE1 is designed to ‘work 
with’ itself or alongside other pieces, in existing 
landscapes,” Colin says. Hecht describes it as a  
“pick and mix.” “Everything is having a conversation 
with each other,” he says, “and the conversation  
is healthy.”



OE1 Communal Tables OE1 Nook

Product Vocabulary

OE1 Agile Wall OE1 Micro Packs

OE1 Huddle Table OE1 Storage TrolleysOE1 Rectangular Table OE1 Project Table

OE1 Movable Screen OE1 Boundary ScreenOE1 Mobile Easel OE1 Wall Rail and Board

OE1 Marker Cup
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